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About conveyor curves, 

Proposal for headline:

"Unlocking the future of conveyor systems: say goodbye to corners and hello to curves!

Experience a seamless flow where corners transform into elegant curves, and movement surpasses mere smoothness. 
Welcome to AVANCON SA, the Swiss start-up rewriting the rules of conveyor systems. Bid farewell to the 
cumbersome corners; our revolutionary curves redefine transportation's very landscape.
Envision a world of endless possibilities seamlessly integrated into your conveyor system, courtesy of AVANCON. Our 
roller conveyor curves are not just innovations; they underline the ongoing progress in the industry.
Join us in reshaping the future of conveyance. Embrace curves, bid goodbye to corners, and let AVANCON pave the 
way forward.

__________________________________

In most cases, curves in an automatic conveyor system appear visually distinct from other conveyors due to their more 
intricate design compared to straight conveyors. However, in the Avancon conveyor system, all conveyors present a 
uniform external appearance. They are constructed of anodized aluminum profiles, boasting a streamlined, elegant, 
and modern aesthetic characterized by smooth and refined surfaces.

__________________________________

About Avancon: Avancon is a renowned leader in providing innovative conveyor solutions that prioritize simplicity, efficiency, and 
reliability. With a comprehensive range of conveyor concepts for systems catering to various industries, Avancon aims to reshape the 
conveyor market and drive optimized productivity while reducing operational costs. Avancon products are available through conveyor 
producers or integrators.

____________________________________________________________

The result? A unified height and appearance across 
all Avancon conveyors. With Avancon, your conveyor 
system transforms into a versatile powerhouse capable of 
tackling diverse applications and challenges. Unlock heightened 
productivity and cost efficiency as you experience seamless 
material flow, streamlined processes, and effortless curve 
transport—all while conserving energy. Choose Avancon for a 
conveyor solution that elevates your operations to new 
heights of performance and sustainability

Let's explore the details of roller conveyor curves. Unlike 
straight lines, these curves feature identical roller bodies. 
Through the integration of driven spindles and a simple 
yet effective combination of fixed and loose running roller 
bodies (friction drive), they ensure smooth and precisely 
directed transportation around bends.

The Avancon conveyor system presents a seamless appearance, appearing as though it is crafted from a single, 
unified unit—including the Avancon curves:
 https://avancon.com/curves.html

For the editors:

- You can download this report in PDF format as well as photos in 300 dpi for printing or for the Internet as *.jpg 
format in 72 dpi from our website at:   https://www.avancon.com/press.html ->  PR-22

- If you have any questions, please contact: media@avancon.com

- Further information can also be found and mostly downloaded from our website:  https://www.avancon.com .

- Without title, footnote and abstract, this report has 196 words and 1426  characters (including spaces)

https://avancon.com/up-down.html



